The following accredited courses are designed for architects, owners, specifiers and other design professionals in the residential, commercial and multi-family markets.
COURSES AVAILABLE THROUGH WOLF HOME PRODUCTS®

**TITLE:** KITCHEN CABINETS  
**PROVIDER:** Wolf Home Products  
**COURSE:** WHPKB1002  
**LENGTH:** 1 hour  
**CREDITS:** 1 LU/1 HSW  
**DESCRIPTION:** A study of the U.S. cabinet market and cabinet construction methods, including various substrates and compositions, finishes and hardware.

**TITLE:** MOISTURE MANAGEMENT AND EXTERIOR CLADDING PERFORMANCE  
**PROVIDER:** Wolf Home Products  
**COURSE:** WHPBP1003  
**LENGTH:** 1 hour  
**CREDITS:** 1 LU/HSW  
**DESCRIPTION:** The examination of categories of exterior cladding and how they perform as part of a moisture management system.

**TITLE:** DESIGNING FUNCTIONAL OUTDOOR LIVING SPACE  
**PROVIDER:** Wolf Home Products  
**COURSE:** WHPFOL092019  
**LENGTH:** 1 hour  
**CREDITS:** 1 LU/1 HSW  
**DESCRIPTION:** An overview of the outdoor living space and materials used in outdoor living design.

FOR MORE INFORMATION, PLEASE CONTACT JASON FOURA  
AT JDFOURA@WOLFHOMEPRODUCTS.COM OR 717-870-0432